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A ghost mouse equips itself with a top
to save the world from the nightmarish
monster and its allies. It’s up to you to
take this adventure full of twists and
magic for a spin!

Game
Concept
SPINBOARD - Ghost Adventure is a cooperative game, which you play while

standing around a table. Players take turns completing missions together.
Each mission involves a different route that you must complete with a top,
traversing several boards. The boards represent 8 worlds and provide numerous targets to reach. At the beginning of each mission, the players jointly
identify the targets, and divvy up the boards indicated for that mission. The
first player launches the top on the stone circle of the first board, and moves
the top by tilting the board to direct it to its target. Once it has reached its
target, the player guides the top toward the exit, where it can pass from its
current board to the board held by the next player.
This dynamic inter-player relay continues until the mission is complete, but
beware the traps! Make clever use of the different action buttons to help you
in your mission: Jump to a higher level, teleport to another world, or refill the
top’s relaunch potions.

How to play ?
1 SPIN

your top

JUMP to higher
levels or over
obstacles

2 DIRECT

it by tilting your
board

3 TRAVERSE

multiple worlds to
reach your target

56AMTIVISSEIOORNSSOLO

COOPER

WITH 1 COMIC

Pass the TOP
from one board
to another

BOOK!

But BEWARE
of traps!

2 TOPS

Game Materials

4 RELAUNCH
POTIONS

1 COMIC
BOOK

1 QUEST
BOOK

8 WORLD IN RELIEF
1 TRAINING
AREA

Jump over obstacles

Action Buttons
Refill a potion

Teleport to another
world

Exit

to another world

Types
of Obstacles
Toxic pool

Anatomy
of a world

Hole
Narrow
passage

Examples of
targets
MASTER

Jump + Obstacle
+ narrow passage

EXPERT

Jump
+ obstacle

SEASONED

Jump or
obstacle

Stone
Circle

• Entry data
• Launch zone
• Checkpoint

BEGINNER

Highlights of the Game
Original Concept:

A unique dexterity adventure experience. The different layers of the various boards
provides good depth of play, but also a gradual increase in difficulty. Thus, the adventure begins with simple paths to follow. The targets become progressively more
difficult to follow, introducing several types of obstacles, very narrow passages, or
even the need to make the top jump!

Special tops:

These tops are designed to spin vigorously for more than a minute. It’s necessary
to provide plenty of routes through the 56 missions. The tips of the tops are composed of an ultra shock-resistant material. If a tip is somehow damaged anyway,
you can replace it with one of the 6 spare tips provided, as easily as reloading a
mechanical pencil. Top purists may prefer to launch their top manually, but the game
also includes a top with a launcher to make it easier to get started.

Immersive comic book

Adventure mode immerses you in an illustrated, 32-page story. Each mission
presents a challenge to overcome before turning the page and moving the story
forward. Scenarios written by Germain Winzenschtark and Igor Polouchine. Illustrations by Yann Valeani, well known in the world of comics. Character design by Jules
Dubost, an illustrator for boardgames for years now.

Cooperative or Solo :

The game suggests completing each mission as a group, passing the top from board
to board to reach all of the targets. This dynamic relay for 2 – 4 players requires good
team coordination. All of the missions are also playable alone. You just need to lay
out the boards at the edge of the table so you can easily pick them up during the
mission.

Designer’s notes on the genesis
of the game
The original idea for the “Spinboard” concept came to me in
2017 when I was jotting down notes in a big notebook about another
game project in progress. On that particular day, I had my favorite spinning top, given to me by my parents more than 35 years earlier. Tired of
not finding a way to solve a problem with the mechanisms of the game in
question… without giving it any thought, I spun the top atop my notes.
By tilting my notebook to prevent the top from falling off, I find myself taking immense pleasure in moving the top around this surface to
prevent it from touching my diagrams. Since that day, I have been consumed by one idea: creating an obstacle course game for a spinning top.
My first obsession was to create a variety of courses to maximally
exploit the gaming potential of this concept. First, I designed a labyrinth by cutting it out with a utility knife, then gluing two layers of gray
cardboard to it. Having walls already made the experience of moving the
top around on the surface even more fun. But the gaming stakes were
still too limited. Through the brute force of playtests, I discover that it
is possible to make the top jump with precision onto the walls of the
surface, and even from one surface to another. So, after much cutting,
gluing, and testing, I had designed 8 boards that offered great depth of
gameplay: holes, obstacles, jumps, narrow passages, ramps…. I had the
basis of a game!
I took advantage of a meeting at the «Escale à Jeux» with the entire
team of my distributor, Blackrock Games, to present the prototype. The
concept was immediately and unanimously popular for its original,
innovative aspects. But it seemed like something was still missing. This is
when François Haffner (owner of «Escale à Jeux», designer and collector of
boardgames) encouraged me to rethink my concept to make it cooperative.
I was convinced straight away, especially since it would permit me to offer
a different experience from games like Beyblade® from Hasbro®, which is
based on confrontation between players.

The game thus becomes a relay obstacle race, with the players
passing the top from one board to another with the objective of touching
all of the targets indicated for the mission. More than a year of numerous
games with the family, with the team from the Montreuil Game Library, with
game shops, and with numerous festival attendees has allowed me to balance how quickly the difficulty of the missions increases.
A new and happy encounter occurred at the 2019 Festival of Games in
Cannes. Michel Van Langendonckt (a notable researcher in the sciences and
techniques of games) discovered the game, and announced to me that he is
passionate about tops. He gave me a crucial piece of advice that accompanied every remaining step of the development process: “Create an empathic link between the players and the top.” I was convinced; so, determined to provide the very best gaming experience possible, I postponed the
launch of the game for a year to give myself the opportunity to integrate this
idea.
Thus, I appealed to the sensibilities of Germain Winzenschtark (Storyteller) to imagine an epic and benevolent universe. Igor Polouchine (Artistic
Director for the game) immediately saw the opportunity to breathe life into
this adventure by integrating the missions into a comic book! Jules Dubost
(Illustrator of the game), seduced by this new theme, reorients the entire
aesthetic for the different worlds. Finally, Yann Valeani (Illustrator of the comic book) brought the universe and its characters to live in the comic book.
Wlad Watine, Designer of the game

Note about the setting
The challenge was to imagine a story consistent with the material constraints and the mounting difficulty of the game. To avoid repetition, visual elements of the boards first appear as decorative elements, and
then as actual elements of the game. The story is based on a few different
points.
The message is universal: the benefits of friendship, helping one
another, and empathy for each other. Our hero does not seek to destroy
the “enemies”, but rather to understand them and make them better.
The adventure, meanwhile, has many twists and turns. It’s the
classic myth of the discovered hero, the character of the Mouse spirit will
follow an introductory training course, and return, in a better state, to his
starting point. Each mission advances the story while seeking to illustrate diverse mechanical possibilities permitted by the game material:
labyrinths, holes, different layers, physical figures, and coordination. Just
like the hero, who becomes more and more powerful, you will control
your top better and better and face missions that always challenge your
growing mastery.
Finally, according to the game designer’s intention, the game
tries to provide an epic story accessible to everyone. Celtic codes give
a particular flavor that is out of the ordinary. Choosing animals for the
characters makes it easy to identify characters’ allegiances. Viking warriors
grant permission to expand the different worlds presented on the boards.
The dream world further enriches the universe by presenting a supernatural power, which foreshadows the unknown danger of the threat.

Synopsis
You are a Mouse spirit. With your companions, you watch over all
of the territory of the region’s animals. Hidden in your great stone statues, you stand guard, your gaze fixed on the horizon. There was nothing
you could have done against the Wolves who landed from the North, protected by some unknown magic. They have come to destroy your statues
to capture all of the spirits in a mysterious orb.
You, the little Mouse that you are, are the only spirit that escaped, deprived of your magical power, and forced to flee into the
woods. Your path ends at the hovel of an old Owl fairy. Completely exhausted, you collapse at her feet.
The fairy takes you under her wing. Little by little, she trains you
to master your powers once again. When she feels you are ready, the Owl
fairy introduces you to the great Ermine, the queen of the forest. She
leads the war against the Wolf vikings who are spreading terror all across
the coastline. Content to see that one can always count on the spirits,
the Ermine is eager to measure your strength. She asks you to wake the
Squirrel king, who is deep in cursed slumber. You try to collect magical
musical instruments to ward off the spell. You ultimately discover that a
mysterious monster is lurking in the king’s dreams, keeping him asleep.
Too strong for you, the monster knocks you out. When you wake, the Ermine
and the Owl send you to the Beavers, so they can carve a new statue of you
into a grand tree. Then you feel the energy of all the animals who believe in
you.
But then, a Rat, a spy allied to the Wolves, seeks to harm you by
leading them to you. Seeing that your abilities are now powerful, he wakes
a Dragon to ravage the region. You manage to calm the legendary animal,
and capture the Rat, as well.

The Rat seems possessed by an unknown evil, rendering him terribly aggressive. You try to get through to him by reuniting him with his
family. The love of those close to him indeed saves him. Coming back to his
senses, the Rat reveals to you that all of the Wolves have been struck by
the same evil: a nightmarish monster has seized possession of them all.
This maleficent creature forces the Wolves to invade the other territories,
so it can control ever more souls.
Following the Rat’s instructions, the Ermine queen forms an army
in order to fight the Wolves in the North. As the battle rages between
the celtic animals and the Wolf vikings, you manage to break the magical stone that contains the spirits. Once the Wolves come to their senses,
they reveal to you that this stone fell from the sky, and that the monster
that was hiding in it emerged and took control of them.
All of the spirits dive into the world of nightmares to try to overcome the monster. The combined magic of all of the reunited spirits eventually overcome the vile and greedy, lonely monster.
Then the rescued animals and freed Wolves celebrate their new alliance with a grand banquet. New statues are erected and set up beside the
sea. The spirits once again can take refuge and keep watch, accompanied by
a newcomer: the statue of a grand Wolf!
But while everything seems to be going well, somewhere in the
endless dream of a Squirrel king hides the monster from outer space, biding
its time to return again….

The development team
Wlad Watine, Designer, Publisher

After a start in videogames, and twelve years in the gourmet food industry (chewing gum, chocolates…), Wlad is
consumed by his passion for boardgames. Blackrock Games (boardgame distributor) welcomed him to the team in
2016. In parallel, in his spare time, he is a designer of games that he publishes through his own publishing house,
Buzzy Games. For his new game, Spinboard - Ghost Adventure, he has surrounded himself with a team of experts,
notably including Igor, Germain, Jules, and Yann.

Igor Polouchine, Artistic Director and Script Co-author

Igor is an all-terrain creative director. Associated with the heart of the company Origames, packager and publisher
of games, he has been working in the gaming world more than fifteen years. Co-author of the Ghost Adventure comic
book and artistic director of the project, he has worked with the illustrators to find a coherent editorial and graphic
axis consistent with the publisher’s expectations while remaining in phase with the market. Establishing an animal
and celtic universe has allowed immersion for all ages. The real challenge was to make a textless comic that was
universally comprehensible. The choices for staging, framing, and cutting were thus crucial in order to produce a
narrative that could be clear, rhythmic, and yet still immersive. Creating permanent links between the gameboards
and the story contributes to this gaming experience being original and intense.

Germain Winzenschtark, Co-author

Germain was born in the countryside, which is where all of his stories start. They evoke old wood, mid-season rain,
the colors of flowers, and the murmur of the shadows. When an ancestor appeared to him in a mousehole to recount
the legend of a spinning spirit-top, he thought it would make a great story for the magnificent Spinboard project.

Jules Dubost, Game Illustrator

After working as a graphic designer, Jules Dubost is now an illustrator of boardgames, videogames, and animated
films. A fan of the Spinboard concept, he has supported the development of the game since its inception by getting
involved in the playtesting. This is the second time he has worked on a game for Buzzy Games; the other being Abra
Kazam in 2018.

Yann Valeani, Comic Book Illustrator

Yann Valeani was trained in the world of cartoons. Passionate about visual narration, which he teaches in Marseille,
he notably has released the Rock & Stone comic book, a science fiction diptych published by Delcourt with Nicolas
Jean. Seduced by the synopsis of “Ghost Adventure”, he has enthusiastically invested in bringing its universe and
characters to life.

Technical specifications
Ages: 8 and up
Number of players: 1 – 4
Game duration: about 20 minutes
Box size: 25cm × 25cm × 6.5cm
Weight: 1kg
Publisher: Buzzy Games
Distributor: Blackrock Games
Release date: October, 2020
Suggested retail price: 29.90€

About the publisher

BUZZY GAMES is a French publisher of boardgames founded in 2014. The first
games offer a fun and dynamic gaming experience around different themes:
Top Face, Top Dance…. The experience becomes magical with the successful
game Abra Kazam, now distributed in numerous countries. From 2017 – 2020,
the designer/publisher Wlad Watine has dedicated himself with passion to his
original idea of a spinning top parkour quest: SPINBOARD – Ghost Adventure!
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